


Fool Me once, Fool Me Twice

S ometimes clichés are spot on. Other times they’re like a fish out of  water. But no, 
really, there are certain words and phrases, sounds and rhymes that, when you put 

them all together and slap them in front of  a microphone, it just works.
I guess that’s about as apt a description of  writing as you’re going to get off  us. 

Writing is totes amazeballs, but it’s also quite foolish. You think you have something 
to say? You think the world cares? You think you can make a living off  it? Please, 
you’re lucky if  you can get a euro off  your mam for a coffee, not to mind sell your 
literature to strangers.

But you know what? We don’t care. Let the world mock us, let them stare, let them 
judge, let them ask: Why?

Because we have the answer: Why not?
Be a fool. Get fooled. Act foolish. Fool around. Fool up. Fool down. But don’t fool 

yourself: writing may be the laughing stock of  the 9-5ers, but you’ll always have us,
You’ll always have,
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to the jesters, the jokers
the clowns and even the mimes

for showing us a face
behind the mask
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sTaTion

Nina O’Donovan

‘Like a drowned man, a fool and a mad man:
one draught above heat makes him a fool;
the second mads him; and a third drowns him.’
— Feste, ‘Twelfth Night’ by William Shakespeare

Pulling into Colbert on a mid-week afternoon,
I stride through drifts of  passengers falling
from each carriage.
Inside, they deck the station out
in wait like chess figures. I leave as soon as I arrive.

Blessed with rain again,
pestering the roof  tiles, great sweeps
of  grey water
dash each street. Across,
a building’s squared face, chipped bottle green.
Namelessly familiar,
my hermitage.

I enter half-drowned.
I place myself  on mark at the bar,
flanked by fellow veterans. To my left, a lowered head,
the dark hide of  a colt
retired early from his race.
Right,
a creased face and suit I dimly recognise.

Before my eyes adjust, I limply
raise my hand—
few fingers outstretched, Christlike. A head bows
in response. He moves
to draw a black slick glass;
a tarred trickle, foam-topped like stormed wave.
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The first.
A swash against my lip, my mouth
a vacant cove.
Bitter, it gathers in the pit of  my tongue
—my pleasure,
I swallow half  in one surge.
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why Don’T Fools Fall in love?
Paul Them

Such luck: a pretty woman meets his eye.
He stops and musters strength to make a pass.
But he can’t speak, he fears. She’d find him crass.
He buys a drink in hopes that she will try.

Then from a seat she breathes a dreaming sigh
and gazes softly as he lifts his glass.
But look, he moves! What arms, what lips. What ass.
Oh God, she hopes, she prays he will stop by.

He leaves the bar without a glance her way
and as she feels a lonely pang, he goes,
forced not to meet the friend he’ll never know.
Unknowing folks might just confuse them for—
two people left without a word to say—
a married couple wed ten years, or more!
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The boiling oF The laughing sTock

Simon Benson

The arrhythmic beat of  my heart, knocking.
A jester opens up,
And invites inside the sociopath.

A conversation struck,
A deal made,
Positions swapped,
The pact of  opposites
Now finalised.
Mutualism at its finest.

The wisest decision,
And most dangerous too.
But for whom?
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alTernaTive nursery rhyMe: one

RG Allen

There was an old woman
who lived in a shoe
She had so many children
her uterus fell out
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alTernaTive nursery rhyMe: Two

RG Allen

Wee Willie Winkie,
changed his name as soon as he was old enough.
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alTernaTive nursery rhyMe: Three

RG Allen

Georgie Porgie, pudding and pie,
Kissed the girls and

now he is on the sexual offenders register.
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alTernaTive nursery rhyMe: one

RG Allen

Jack be nimble,
Jack be quick,
Jack wasn't,
The Muppet.
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whaT is a Fool? 
Alison McCarthy

B y any other name, Jester, Clown, Joker, Idiot, is that always the case? A Fool is 
‘A person who acts unwisely or imprudently; a silly person.’ However the real 

question is, when is a Fool not a fool? The main place of  course is in literature.
For example Shakespearian fools are ‘usually clever peasants or commoners that 

use their wits to outdo people of  higher social standing’. Take a look at King Lear, the 
Fool is a confidant to the King, the only man he truly trusts. The Fool in this story is 
a far cry from the fumbling buffoon one would normally associate with the word. He 
is wise, clever and cunning. Unlike Lear himself  he can see through the ploys of  his 
eldest daughters and the sincerity of  Cordelia.

II. IV.
I marvel what kin thou and thy daughters are. They’ll have me
whipp’d for speaking true; thou’lt have me whipp’d for lying;
and sometimes I am whipp’d for holding my peace. I had rather be
any kind o’thing than a fool! And yet I would not be thee, 
nuncle. Thou hast pared thy wit o’both sides and left nothing
i’ th’ middle. Here come one o’ the parings.

The Fool is an observer. Though he vanishes towards the end of  the play he is 
the only character who speaks the truth to Lear that is not blatantly punished for it.

Often in Shakespeare, as in King Lear, we see a pairing of  fools, (Though one 
would be beheaded for calling the King a fool.) The Fool, with an upper case F, and 
the fool with a lower case f. This is important.

Take a look at Midsummers Night’s Dream, here we have a far more defined 
fool in Bottom. Bottom is in truth ‘A person who acts unwisely or imprudently; a silly 
person.’ He claims to be great and wise and is at every turn made an idiot of. He is a 
toy, a play thing of  the fairies and the court. His self-respect however is so great that 
no one in his pack of  fools dare tell him the truth, though one could argue they are 
none the wiser themselves. While on the other side of  Bottom we have Puck a true 
Fool. He is a confidant of  Oberon, King of  the fairies, a trusted ally. However as a 
fairy he enjoys playing with the mortals and thus makes fools of  them. He is witty, he 
is clever and he manipulates the world around him purely for entertainment.

Turning to a modern day representative of  our Fool the first man to come to 
mind, is one as manipulative and tricksy as our Puck but rather more vindictive and 
sadistic in his enjoyment. I of  course am referring to none other than the infamous 
Joker, of  the Batman series. The Joker is a man who enjoys pulling the strings. Unlike 
his Shakespearian kin the Joker does not hide behind a curtain to pull the strings of  a 
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higher power, but rather is driven by the acknowledgment of  his actions. Though our 
Joker claims ‘I am not a schemer. I show the schemers how pathetic their attempts 
to control things really are.’ (The Dark Night) it is obvious that he shares a lot of  
characteristics to The Fool; he is of  a lower class than Batman, he seems to be a mad 
man but in reality he is clever and collected, he keeps Batman on his toes and shows 
him a different side to his reality.

The Joker’s drive of  creating world anarchy brings us to another iconic figure, 
Brain from Pinky and the Brain. Where The Joker’s goal is to destroy the Brains is to 
control.

‘Gee, Brain. What are we going to do tonight?’
‘The same thing we do every night, Pinky. Try and take over the world.’
Now, you’re probably assuming here is a perfect example of  a fool in Pinky but 

no, Pinky is the Fool and Brain a fool. However now the strings have been cut Pinky 
has no input, no control, yet if  Brain put aside his arrogance and God complex 
perhaps he would succeed. Where Pinky’s ideas are simple and concise Brains are 
extravagant, every night he embarks on a fools errand only to be foiled by the people 
he wishes to conquer. Even when Brain enhances Pinkies mental abilities he refuses 
to listen to his advice marking him as an idiot. The theme song gives a clue to the true 
nature of  these infamous mice.

‘They’re Pinky and The Brain
Yes, Pinky and The Brain
One is a genius
The other’s insane.’

So we come back to the original question ‘What is a fool?’ A fool is any man. Any 
man at all. But beware for those you pin as foolish may in fact be a true Fool. Who 
pulls the strings?
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Don’T be a Fool, obey The rules

Stanzas’ Little Tips on Writing

T his month, we wanted to do something a little different. Instead of  a pure ‘prose’ 
what we have here is more of  an essay, one might say. A list. A catalogue, perhaps. 

Whatever it is, it’s damn well useful, you hear?
There are times when the writer can use creative licence to great effect. One’s 

abilitiy to play with words, to shape them and turn them and cover them in glitter is 
what separates the good writers from the great. But, creative licence is just another 
word, and, unless you really know what it is you’re breaking, then you will end up 
sounding silly or, worse, wrong.

Stanzas is not just about coming together as a group and supporting each others’ 
work, it’s also about improving your own writing. So, we had a think to ourselves, and 
we came up with a little bit on the finer points of  writing. Here are some handy tips, 
hints and rules that you can use to improve your work. There’s nothing too major 
here, but we will be focusing on some common spelling mistakes, the use of  the 
comma and the apostrophe, as well as some pointers on the more general DOs and 
DON’Ts of  writing.

Shall we start with the hard parts first? In the infamous words of  our editor: Why 
not? 

The coMMa

Ah, the humble comma, how powerful, how misunderstood, for shame, people, for 
shame.

Commas are great, did you know? They are particularly great at separating items 
on a list, like, when we went shopping and bought eggs, ham, cheese and a baseball 
bat for classified purposes.

Commas are also great at separating clauses. Clasues are parts of  a sentence 
which can be picked up and moved around, for instance, check out this bad boy:

We went to the shop, using mum’s car, and bought some food to make a sandwich and a 
baseball bat for classified purposes.

Using mum’s car, we went to the shop and bought some food to make a sandwich and a 
baseball bat for classified purposes.

Each of  these movable parts of  a sentence is a clause, but be careful for if  you 
place your comma in the wrong space you will do something called ‘splicing’ your 
sentence. And that’s nasty. Ink all over the place. Truly gruesome.
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The aposTrophe

Mm, yes, Mr. Apostrophe. The ninja of  writing. the floating comma. Apostrophes do 
a lot of  heavy lifting behind the scenes, but for the sake of  this chapbook, let’s for a 
moment focus on just two uses: possession, and contraction.

Possession is when someone or something owns the next word. Confused? Let us 
clear it up:

Stanzas’ baseball bat (i.e., a baseball bat belonging to Stanzas for classified purposes.) 
Café Noir Hook & Ladder’s coffee (i.e., the coffee belonging to Café Noir Hook & 

Ladder which you should definitely buy ‘cos it’s delicious and they let us talk about poetry for two 
hours, amiright?)

Contraction is when you take two words and join them together. the apostrophe 
takes the place of  any letters that might go missing during the merger like, that’s (that 
is), we’re (we are) ‘tis (it is).

These are two subtle but succinct differences. Every time you use an apostrophe, 
ask youself  are you pushing two words together, or does one word own the other?

Also important, if  you forget to add in your apostrophe, then you make everything 
sound like a plural. For instance: 

‘Café Noirs Hook & Ladders coffee’, means all of  the Café Noirs Hook & 
Ladders in the world, and not our fab little one.

puncTuaTion

Please, please, please follow these rules. Please! Exclamation marks are great! They 
add emphasis! They add immediacy! But if  you put them everywhere! It starts to look 
childish and annoying! The rule is you should try to avoid exclamation marks except 
for in dialogue! If  you want to make your prose sound more immediate, find a way of  
using words to do it! OK!

The question mark is very specific. It turns a sentence into a question. Simples? 
Simples.

…The ellipsis is a series of  three periods, like this... It is supposed to be used for 
missing text. For example, if  you are quoting someone, but the middle part of  their 
sentence is irrelevant...you can skip over it.

Ellipses do not denote pause, much as the internet likes to use it. If  you want to 
show pause, use dashes. It looks better.

In all these cases, however you decide to use your punctuation, and wherever you 
put them, make sure to only use one. Nothing looks more amateur than !!! or ??? or, 
god forbid, ............................ 
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Quick Tips anD lasT biTs

Always Avoid Alliteration. It clutters the page like a perplexed penguin making 
passages profoundly… bad. 

And, while you’re at it, Avoid Clichés Like the Plague.

Loose | Lose. 
Your jeans can be loose, just get a belt. But if  you lose your jeans then a belt will 

not suffice to cover up the nether regions.

Whether | Weather. 
The weather changes, from rain to sun to wind, whether you like it or not.

Then | Than. 
This one is a pet peeve for us at Stanzas. Then is time based. Something happened, 

then something else happened. Than is relative. I’m better at grammar than you.

Compliment | Complement. 
These are two completely different words meaning completely different things. 

A compliment is something you give to the waitress with the flaxen hair or the body 
building tutor in your Ethnic Diversity class. However, if  something comes as a 
complement, that means it comes free, which, I assure you, the waitress and tutor will 
not appreciate you saying to them.

Alot | A lot. 
Alot is not a word. Fact. It isn’t. Neither is Irregardless. Irregardless of  whether 

you use them alot or not, they are not words. Stop. Please. English has rules and they 
shall be obeyed.

That said, rules are also made to br broken...
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